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only among parliamentarians, foreign diplomats and news-
paper men; and there will be no discord between the players
in an orchestra conducted by such a master," And I con-
cluded : " He will wound no one, will say nothing which will
offend even the Social-Democrats, and perhaps in this respect
he will compensate for what the Kaiser lacks, , * , That
Germany has a Social-Democracy of developed intelligence
is indeed an indication of her present cultural level In the
Romanic countries many men remain plunged in anarchy who
are in Germany won over to Social-Democracy, and for this
reason perhaps Germany stands higher than the Catholic
Latin nations/'
Prince Eulenburg replied: "One must not judge the
Social-Democrats in Germany by their loaders, As far as I
came across them in Prussia the masses are devoid of any ideal
They are acquisitive, they want to possess; they are crude,
much cruder for instance than here in AustriajWhere the people
are lighter-hearted and more friendly than in Berlin for instance*
Of course there are to-day even in the German Social-Demo-
cracy more responsible and thoughtful elements, who hold
the firebrands in check. But a far-sighted Government will
do everything possible to restrain the masses from resorting
to action and insurrection/'
It was obvious to me that these "words were an echo of recent
conversations with the Kaiser during the hunting-party at
Liebenberg, Then the Prince in conversation with his friend
Billow had discussed what he took to be the best qualities
of a statesman, saying that while in no way seeking to belittle
the statesman possessing sensibility, humanity and a light
touch, he was obliged to say that personally, belonging as he
did to this same class of highly strung natures, he did not
think that he had ever been subject to anybody's influence,
This intimate talk, in which I had no less a share than the
Ambassador, lasted a full hour, and Prince Eulenbutg im-
pressed me as a diplomat who was at least as willing to listen
as he was to talk, although he had an unusually ready flow of
conversation at his command.

